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Abstract

Recent research on face detection, which is focused pri-
marily on improving accuracy of detecting smaller faces,
attempt to develop new anchor design strategies to facilitate
increased overlap between anchor boxes and ground truth
faces of smaller sizes. In this work, we approach the prob-
lem of small face detection with the motivation of enriching
the feature maps using a density map estimation module.
This module, inspired by recent crowd counting/density es-
timation techniques, performs the task of estimating the per
pixel density of people/faces present in the image. Output of
this module is employed to accentuate the feature maps from
the backbone network using a feature enrichment module
before being used for detecting smaller faces. The proposed
approach can be used to complement recent anchor-design
based novel methods to further improve their results. Ex-
periments conducted on different datasets such as WIDER,
FDDB and Pascal-Faces demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed approach.

1. Introduction
Face detection is an important step in many computer

vision related tasks such as face alignment [39, 56], face
tracking [55], expression analysis [52], recognition and
verification [51], synthesis [8, 54]. Several challenges
are encountered in face detection such as variations in
pose, illumination, scale etc. Earlier CNN-based methods
[53, 50, 70, 30], although mostly successful in handling
variations in pose and illumination, performed poorly when
detecting smaller faces. Recent methods [32, 65, 29, 67],
based on CNN-based object detection frameworks such as
Faster-RCNN or SSD, have focused particularly on smaller
faces and have demonstrated promising results. In order to
detect wide range of scales, these methods propose a two-
pronged approach: (i) multi-scale detection and (ii) new an-
chor design strategies. In case of multi-scale detection, de-
tectors are placed on different conv layers of the backbone
network (VGG-16 [46] or ResNet [13]) to improve the dis-

crepancies between object sizes and receptive fields.

(a) (b)
Figure 1. (a) Crowd density estimation on ShanghaiTech dataset
using [66]. Top row: Input. Middle row: Ground truth density
map. Bottom row: Estimated density map. (b) Face detection
results using the proposed density enrichment module in the de-
tection network.

Although this approach provided significant improve-
ments over the earlier single-scale methods, it is not capa-
ble of detecting extremely small sized faces (of the order
15 × 15). This stems from the fact that these methods are
anchor-based approaches where detections are performed
by classifying a pre-defined set of anchors generated by
tiling a set of boxes with different scales and aspect rations
on the image. While such approaches are relatively more
robust in complicated scenes and provide computational ad-
vantages since inference time is independent of number of
objects/faces (for single shot methods), their performance
degrades significantly when used on smaller sized objects.
The degradation is primarily due to a low overlap of ground
truth boxes with the pre-defined anchor boxes and a mis-
match between receptive fields of the feature maps and the
smaller objects [65]. In order to overcome these drawbacks,
recent methods have attempted to develop new anchor de-
sign strategies that involve intelligent selection of anchor
scales and improved anchor matching strategy [32, 65].

While these recent methods address the drawbacks of an-
chor design or perform multi-scale detection, they do not
emphasize on enhancing the feature maps for improving
detection rates of small faces. To overcome this, we in-
fuse information from crowd density maps to enrich the
feature maps for addressing the problem of small face de-



tection. Crowd density maps, originally used for counting
in crowded scenarios, contain location information which
can be exploited for improving detector performance. These
density maps are especially helpful in the case of small
faces, where traditional anchor-based classification loss
may not be sufficient. Hence, we use density map based loss
to provide additional supervision. Previous work [42, 41]
have demonstrated considerable improvements by incorpo-
rating crowd density maps for applications like tracking. In
this work, we propose to improve the feature maps by em-
ploying a density estimator module that performs the task
of estimating the per pixel count of number of faces in the
image. Fig. 1(a) illustrates sample density estimation re-
sults using [66] along with the corresponding ground-truth.
Fig. 1(b) illustrates sample detection results by using the
proposed density enrichment module into the detection net-
work.

In the recent past, several CNN-based counting ap-
proaches [48, 66, 43, 47, 49] have demonstrated a dra-
matic improvement in error rate across various datasets
[19, 63, 66]. It is important to note that these datasets con-
sist of images with wide range of scales of people including
extremely tiny faces/heads. Considering the success of den-
sity estimation based counting approaches especially in im-
ages containing extremely small faces, we propose to lever-
age such techniques for the purpose of detecting smaller
faces. Specifically, we incorporate a density estimator mod-
ule whose output is used to enrich the features of the back-
bone network particularly for detecting small faces. This
is in part inspired by earlier work that use segmentation or
attention for improving detection performance [14, 3, 67].
For fusing information from this module, we employ a fea-
ture enrichment module (FEM). In Section 3.3, we discuss
why simple feature fusion techniques such as concatena-
tion or addition do not suffice and explain the need for a
specific fusion technique (FEM). Through various experi-
ments on different datasets [60, 20, 57], we demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach. Furthermore, we
present the results of ablation study to verify the improve-
ments obtained using different modules. Note that the pro-
posed method is complementary to the new anchor design
strategies and hence, it can be used in conjunction with im-
proved anchor designs to further improve the performance.

2. Related Work
Face Detection. Early methods [53, 50, 4] for face detec-
tion were based on hand-crafted representations and com-
plicated feature extraction techniques [22, 30, 58, 7, 70, 57].
Recent advances in CNNs for various computer vision tasks
has enabled dramatic improvement in the performance of
face detection systems [10, 6]. Initial work on CNN-
based face detection involved either cascaded architectures
[64, 23, 36, 59] or multi-task training of related tasks

such as face detection, landmark detection and alignment
[37, 38]. More recently, the success of anchor-based de-
tection approaches for generic object detection [40, 27] has
inspired researchers to follow similar strategies in face de-
tection. Although, these approaches were able to obtain im-
pressive detection rates on datasets like Pascal-Faces [57]
and FDDB [20], the introduction of WIDER dataset [60]
and UFDD dataset [31] exposed the lack of robustness of
these methods to large variations in scales and weather-
based degradations.

Most recent research [11, 1, 61, 68] in face detection
has involved developing novel strategies to build detectors
that are robust to scale variation while efficiently detecting
small-sized faces. Some methods incorporate feature maps
from multiple layers similar to [69, 17], while other meth-
ods develop new anchor design strategies [65, 32]. More
recently, Najibi et al. [32] and Zhang et al. [65] proposed
single shot detectors that provided significant improvements
while maintaining good computational efficiency.

While these methods are effective, they do not specif-
ically focus on improving the feature maps for detecting
small faces. We aim to fill in this gap by enriching the fea-
ture maps from conv layers before being fed to the detec-
tors. The problem of wide variation in scales is commonly
found in crowd counting tasks where face/head sizes can
be extremely tiny. The presence of tiny faces further exac-
erbates the problem of occlusion. This problem is usually
tackled in the crowd counting research by performing a den-
sity map regression based on the input images. Inspired by
the success of the recent CNN-based crowd counting meth-
ods, we aim to leverage such techniques to improve small
face detection.
Crowd Counting. Zhang et al. [66] proposed a single
image-based method that involved multi-column network to
extract features at different scales. By utilizing filters with
receptive fields of different sizes, the features learned by
each column CNN are adaptive to variations in people/head
size due to perspective effect or image resolution. Onoro-
Rubio and López-Sastre in [34] addressed the scale issue by
proposing a scale aware counting model called Hydra CNN
to estimate the object density maps. Sam et al. [43] trained a
Switching-CNN network to automatically choose the most
optimal regressor among several independent regressors for
a particular input patch. More recently, Sindagi and Patel
[48] proposed Contextual Pyramid CNN (CP-CNN), where
they demonstrated significant improvements by fusing local
and global context through classification networks.

3. Proposed method
The proposed network architecture, shown in Fig. 2, is

a single stage detector based on VGG-16 architecture. The
base network is built on Region Proposal Network (RPN)
[13], which is a fully convolutional single stage network



(a) (b)
Figure 2. Overview. (a) Proposed network architecture: The network is based on VGG-16 and consists of 4 detectors D1-D4) to enable
multi-scale detection. Feature maps (from conv3) for small face detector D1 are enhanced by density estimator. FFM1 and FFM2 are
feature fusion modules that are used to combine feature maps from different conv layers. (b) Density estimator module: Uses feature maps
from first three conv layers of VGG-16 to estimate density map, which is further employed to enrich the conv3 feature maps for small face
detection.

and takes an image of any size as input. However, unlike
RPN that uses a single detector on conv5 layer, we use mul-
tiple detectors (D1,D2,D3 and D4) on multiple conv layers
[5]. These detectors, owing to the different receptive fields
of the different conv layers, are better suited to handle var-
ious scales of objects, thereby improving the robustness of
the network to different scales of faces present in the input
image. However, in contrast to [5] that places the detectors
on the conv layers of the base-network, we instead place the
detectors on feature maps fused from multiple conv layers.
In order to combine the feature maps, we employ a sim-
ple Feature Fusion Module (FFM) that effectively leverages
semantic information present in different conv layers. Fur-
ther, each detector consists of a Context Aggregation Mod-
ule (CAM) followed by two sibling sub-networks: classifi-
cation and a bounding box regression layer. The classifica-
tion layer produces a score that represents the probability of
finding a face defined by a specific anchor-box at a particu-
lar location on the image (similar to [13]). The set of anchor
boxes are formed similar to [13]. The bounding box regres-
sion layer computes the offsets with respect to the anchor
boxes. These offsets are used to calculate the bounding-box
co-ordinates of the predicted face.

Most importantly, the proposed network consists of a
Density Estimator Module (DEM) that is the primary con-
tribution of this work. This module predicts the density map
associated with a particular input image and is incorporated
into the detection network with the motivation of enrich-
ing the feature maps from conv layers before being used
for small face detection. Recent methods [32, 65] employ

new anchor design strategies to improve the detection of
smaller faces and the feature maps are learned only through
classification and bounding box regression loss, however,
no specific emphasis is laid on the enhancement of feature
maps. Considering this deficit, we propose to enrich the
feature maps through an additional loss function from the
density estimator module. This is also, partly, motivated by
several earlier work [12, 24] that have employed multi-task
learning to improve detection or classification performance.
DEM is inspired by the success of recent CNN-based meth-
ods [63, 34, 48, 66, 43] for crowd counting which involve
counting people in crowded images through density map
regression. Furthermore, we propose a new fusion mecha-
nism called Feature Enrichment Module to seamlessly com-
bine the feature maps from conv layer of the base network
with the output of DEM.

(a) (b)
Figure 3. (a) Feature Fusion Module (b) Detector.



3.1. Feature Fusion Module (FFM)

Recent multi-scale object detection networks [26, 5]
use multiple detectors on different conv layers. Although
this technique provides considerable robustness to different
scales, however, the detectors do not have access to feature
maps from higher conv layers which have important seman-
tic information. In order to leverage this high-level infor-
mation, we employ a feature fusion module which takes in-
put from ith and i+ 1th conv layers and combines them as
shown in Fig. 3(a). First, the dimensionality of the fea-
ture maps of both conv layers is first reduced to 128 chan-
nels using 1×1 convolution. Since the dim-reduced feature
maps from i+ 1th conv layer have lower resolution, they
are upsampled using bilinear interpolation and then added
to the dim-reduced feature maps from ith conv layer. This
is similar to [32], however, we extend this idea to add addi-
tional fusion modules to improve the performance. The pro-
posed network has two fusion modules FFM1 and FFM2.
FFM1 fuses feature maps from conv3 and conv4, whereas
FFM2 fuses feature maps from conv4 and conv5.

Detector Input from Stride Anchor scales Anchor sizes
D1 DEM 4 1 16

D2 FFM1 8
1.5
2

24
32

D3 FFM2 16
4
8

64
128

D4
conv5

max-pool 32
16
32

256
512

Table 1. Anchor scales and feature strides for different detectors.

3.2. Multi-scale detectors

Multi-scale detection approaches [26, 5], that use mul-
tiple detectors on top of different conv layers, are known
to introduce considerable robustness to scale variations and
often perform as well as single scale detectors based on
multi-image pyramid, thus providing additional advantage
of computational efficiency. By adding detectors on ear-
lier conv layers, these methods are able to match the recep-
tive field sizes of the layers with objects of smaller sizes,
thereby increasing the overlap between the anchor boxes
and ground-truth boxes. Based on this idea, we add de-
tectors D1, D2, D3 and D4. However, different from these
earlier approaches that directly feed the output of conv lay-
ers to the detectors, we employ a different strategy as shown
in Fig. 2. D1 receives features enriched by DEM, whereas
D2 andD3 are placed on top of FFM1 and FFM2 respec-
tively. D4 is placed directly on top of max-pooled version
of conv5. The details of the feature strides and anchor scales
are shown in Table 1. Each detector is constructed as shown
in Fig. 3(b).

Additionally, each detector is equipped with a Context
Aggregation Module (shown in Fig. 3 (b)) that integrates
context information surrounding candidate bounding boxes.
Context information has been used in several earlier work

[69, 32] to improve the performance of detection systems.
Zhu et al. [69] concatenated features pooled from larger
windows and demonstrated significant improvement. Na-
jibi et al. [32] used additional 5×5 and 7×7 convolutional
filters to increase the receptive field size, in a way, imitat-
ing the strategy of pooling features from larger windows.
While they achieved appreciable improvements, the use of
large filter sizes results in more computations. Hence, we
replace these large filters with atrous convolutions of size
3×3 [35, 18, 35] and different dilation factors. With the
help of atrous convolutions, we are able to enlarge the re-
ceptive field size with minimal increase in computations.

3.3. Density Estimator Module

Recent crowd counting methods [63, 34, 48, 66, 43],
that employ CNN-based density estimation techniques,
have demonstrated promising results in complex scenarios.
These techniques perform the task of counting people by
estimating the density maps which represent the per pixel
count of people in the image (as shown in Fig. 1). For train-
ing, the ground-truth density map (D)for an input image is
calculated using D(x) =

∑
xg∈S N (x− xg, σ), where σ is

scale parameter of 2D Gaussian kernel and S is the set of
all points at which people are located. Most crowd count-
ing datasets provide 2d location of people in the input im-
ages as annotations. Fig. 1 illustrates a few sample input
and ground-truth density map pairs along with correspond-
ing density map estimated using a recent technique [48]. It
can be observed that, in spite of heavy occlusions and pres-
ence of extremely small scales, these recent techniques are
able to estimate high quality density maps and count with
reasonably low error.

While the success of these methods is attributed mostly
to the use of advanced CNN architectures, reformulating
the problem of counting as a density map regression also
played an important role in their success. As compared
to the earlier detection-based counting approaches [15, 21],
these recent methods are able to achieve success due to the
reformulation. By reformulating, these methods are able to
avoid the problems of occlusion and tiny scales by letting
the network take care of such variations. In this work, we
explore the use of density estimation to incorporate robust-
ness towards occlusion and tiny scales in the face detection
network. In part, this contribution is also inspired by recent
methods [12, 24, 38] that learn multiple related tasks us-
ing multi-task learning. These methods have demonstrated
considerable gains in performance when they train their net-
work to perform additional auxiliary tasks.

To incorporate the task of density estimation in the de-
tection network, we include a density estimator module.
Recent crowd counting and density estimation approaches
[66, 43, 48, 2] are based on multi-scale and multi-column
networks, where the input image is processed by different



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4. Feature enrichment using density maps. (a) Input (b) Ground truth density (c) Estimated density (d) conv3 features before
enhancement (e) conv3 features after enhancement.

CNN columns with varied receptive field sizes. The use
of different columns results in increased robustness towards
scale variations. Motivated by these approaches, we con-
struct the density estimator module as shown in Fig. 2(b).
Instead of processing the input images through different net-
works as in [66], we use feature maps from the base net-
work, thereby minimizing the computations. Our strategy
is to mimic the multi column networks structures [66] by
considering feature maps conv1, conv2 and conv3 layers
of VGG-16, which correspond to different receptive field
sizes. DEM first downsamples the feature maps from conv1
and conv2 layers using max-pooling to match the size of
feature maps from conv3 layer. After resampling, the di-
mensionality of the feature maps is reduced to minimize
computations and memory requirement, followed by addi-
tional convolutions and concatenation. The concatenated
feature maps are processed by 1×1 conv layer to produce
the final density map. Following loss function is used to ob-
tain the network weights: Lden = 1

N

∑N
i=1 ‖Fd(Xi,Θ) −

Di‖2, where, N is number of training samples, Xi is the
ith input image, Fd(Xi,Θ) is the estimated density, Di is
the ith ground-truth density and Θ corresponds to network
weights.

Feature Enrichment Module. We use the output of DEM
to enhance the feature maps from conv3 layer in order to im-
prove detection rates of smaller faces. Since the detector on
conv3 has the smallest scale and is responsible for detect-
ing the smaller faces, we choose to fuse information from
DEM into conv3 feature maps. Various fusion techniques,
such as feature concatenation or multiplication or addition,
are available to incorporate information from DEM into the
face detector network. However, these methods are not
necessarily effective. Since the feature maps produced by
DEM are used for density estimation, they have largely dif-
ferent range as compared to feature maps corresponding to
conv layers from the detection network and hence, they can-
not be directly fused with feature maps from conv3 layer
through simple techniques such as addition or concatena-
tion. As pointed out in [28], this problem is commonly en-
countered in networks that attempt to combine feature maps
from different conv layers [27]. Liu et al. [28] introduce a
L2-normalization based scaling technique to overcome this
problem. Although this method is successfully used in dif-

ferent works [69], it did not perform promisingly in our case
for the following reasons. First, the range of the feature
maps from DEM is vastly different from that of conv3 fea-
ture maps and this gap is significantly wider as compared
to other problems [69] where [28] has worked successfully.
Second, the intermediate feature maps from the DEM have
significantly low number of channels and hence, their di-
mensionality needs to increased to match that of feature
maps from conv3 layer in order to perform a addition or
multiplication based fusion.

Based on these considerations, we propose a simple Fea-
ture Enrichment Module (FEM) that avoids the challenges
discussed above. Instead of using intermediate feature maps
from DEM, we directly employ its density map output.
The feature maps (f3) from conv3 of the base-network
are modified using the estimated density map as follows:
f3 = f3 + αf ′d, where, α is a learnable scaling factor and
f ′d is fd replicated 256 times to match the dimensionality
of conv3 feature maps. Fig. 4 illustrates feature maps from
conv3 layer before and after enrichment. It can be easily
observed from this figure that the features at the location of
small faces get enhanced while those at other locations get
suppressed.

3.4. Loss function

The weights of the proposed network are learned my
minimizing the following multi-task loss function: L =
Lcls + λbLbox + λdLden, where, Lcls is face classification
loss, Lbox is bounding-box regression loss and Lden is den-
sity estimation loss. Lcls and Lbox are defined as follows:

Lcls =

4∑
m=1

1

N c
m

∑
iεAm

lce(pi, p
′
i) (1)

Lbox =

4∑
m=1

1

Nr
m

∑
iεAm

pilreg(ti, t
′
i), (2)

where, lce is standard cross entropy error, m indexes over
the four detectors D1-D4, Am are the set of anchors in de-
tector Dm, pi and p′i are ground-truth and predicted labels
respectively for the ith anchor box,N c

m is the number of an-
chors selected in the detector Dm and is used to normalize
the classification loss, lreg is bounding box regression loss



for each positively labelled anchor box. Similar to [13], the
regression space is parametrized with a log-space shift and a
scale invariant translation. Smooth l1 loss is used as lreg . In
this new space, ti is the regression target and t′i is predicted
co-ordinates. Nr

m is the number of positively labelled an-
chor boxes that are selected for the computing the loss and
is used to normalize the bounding box loss. λb and λd are
scaling factors to balance the loss function.

3.5. Training

Training details. The network is trained on a single GPU
using stochastic gradient descent (momentum = 0.9 and
weight decay = 0.0005) for 120k iterations. The learning
rate is initially set to 0.001 and is dropped by a factor of 10
at 100k and 115k iterations. Anchor boxes are generated us-
ing the scales shown in Table 1 with a base anchor size of 16
pixels. Anchor boxes are labelled positively if their overlap
(intersection over union) with ground truth boxes is greater
than 0.5 and are negatively labelled if the overlap is below
0.3. A total of 256 anchor boxes per detector are selected for
each image to compute the loss. The selection is performed
using online hard example mining (OHEM) technique [45],
where negatively labelled anchors with highest scores and
positively labelled with lowest scores are selected. Such a
selection procedure results in faster and stable training as
compared to random selection [45]. The ground-truth den-
sity maps for training DEM are obtained using the method
described in Section 3.3. The face annotations provided by
the datasets are used to compute the points where faces are
located and hence, no extra annotations are required. For
inference, 1000 best scoring anchors from each detector are
selected as detections, followed by a non maximal suppres-
sion (NMS) with a threshold of 0.3.

Dataset details. The network is trained using WIDER
dataset [60] which consists of 32,203 images with 393,703
annotated faces. The dataset presents a variety of challenges
such as wide variations in scale and difficult occlusions. It is
divided into training, validation and test set using a 40:10:50
ratio. For evaluation purpose, the dataset has been further
divided into three categories: Easy, Medium and Hard. The
detector performance is measured using mean average pre-
cision (mAP) with a intersection over union (IoU) threshold
of 0.5.

4. Experiments and Results

In this section, we discuss details of the experiments and
results on different datasets. Additionally, we present the
results of an ablative study on WIDER validation set to ex-
plain the effect of different modules present in the proposed
network.

4.1. WIDER

As discussed earlier, WIDER dataset consists of valida-
tion and test splits. We use the validation set to perform an
ablative study to explain the effects of different modules in
the proposed network. For this study, we use a single scale
of the input image (no multi-image pyramid) similar to [32].
In addition, comparison of results on validation and test set
with recent methods is presented.

Category Mehthod Easy Medium Hard
Baseline Baseline 91.0 89.9 80.6

Context Baseline + Context [32] 91.6 90.2 81.8
Baseline + CAM 91.9 90.6 82.4

Density
estimator

Baseline + CAM + DEM (add) 92.0 90.6 82.3
Baseline + CAM + DEM (concat) 92.0 90.6 82.4

Baseline + CAM + DEM (FEM) (λd = 0) 92.1 90.6 82.5
Baseline + CAM + DEM (FEM) (λd = 1) 92.4 90.8 83.2

Table 2. Ablation study Results (AP) on WIDER [60] validation.

Ablation study. To understand the effects of different mod-
ules in the proposed network, we experimented with 3 broad
configurations as shown in Table 2. The results of these
configurations are analyzed below:
(i) Baseline: This configuration uses VGG-16 as the base-
network along with feature fusion module and 4 detectors
D1-D4. Results of this network is considered as baseline
performance and through addition of different modules, we
demonstrate the improvements with respect to this baseline.
(ii) Baseline with context: Earlier work [32, 69] have al-
ready demonstrated the importance of incorporating con-
text in the detection network. Similar observations are made
in our experiments. By using a context processing module
similar to [32], an improvement of 1.2% in the mean aver-
age precision (mAP) score for hard faces is obtained. Fur-
ther, the use of atrous based context aggregation increased
the mAP score by another 0.6% resulting in an overall im-
provement of 1.8%.
(iii) Baseline with context and DEM. In this case, we ana-
lyze the effect of incorporating DEM into the detection net-
work. First, we experimented with different ways of inte-
grating the feature maps from DEM into detection network
through feature addition and concatenation, where the fea-
ture maps from the penultimate layer of DEM are expanded
through 1×1 convolutions to match the dimensionality of
conv3 feature maps, followed by addition/multiplication of
these two feature maps. It can be observed from Table 2,
that these two configurations do not result in any improve-
ment of the mAP scores. This is primarily due to vast dif-
ference in the scales of the feature maps (as discussed in
Section 3.3).

Next, we added the feature enrichment module (FEM) to
enhance the conv3 feature maps. This resulted in an over-
all improvement of 0.8% in mAP score for hard faces as
compared to the baseline with context (CAM), thus demon-
strating the significance of the proposed feature enrichment



(a) Easy (b) Medium (c) Hard
Figure 5. Precision-recall curves on WIDER test dataset[60]

Figure 6. Detection results of the proposed method on WIDER dataset[60].

module and density estimator. Furthermore, in order to en-
sure that the improvements obtained are due to density esti-
mation loss, we conducted another experiment with λd = 0
and no changes with respect to the baseline with CAM con-
figuration was observed.

Method Easy Medium Hard
CMS-RCNN [69] 89.9 87.4 62.9
HR-VGG16 + Pyramid [17] 86.2 84.4 74.9
HR-ResNet101 + Pyramid [17] 92.5 91.0 80.6
SSH [32] 91.9 90.7 81.4
SSH + Pyramid [32] 93.1 92.1 84.5
Face-MagNet [44] 92.0 91.3 85.0
S3FD + Pyramid [65] 93.7 92.4 85.2
DAFE-FD (ours) 92.4 90.8 83.2
DADE-FD + Pyramid (ours) 93.4 92.2 85.2

Table 3. Comparison of results (AP) on WIDER [60] validation.

Method Easy Medium Hard
LDCF+[33] 79.7 77.2 56.4
MT-CNN [64] 85.1 82.0 60.7
CMS-RCNN [69] 89.9 87.4 62.9
HR-VGG16 + Pyramid [17] 86.2 84.4 74.9
HR-ResNet101 + Pyramid [17] 92.5 91.0 80.6
SSH + Pyramid [32] 92.7 91.5 84.4
Face-MagNet [44] 91.2 90.5 84.4
S3FD + Pyramid [65] 92.8 91.3 84.0
DADE-FD + Pyramid (ours) 92.5 91.4 84.8

Table 4. Comparison of results (AP) on WIDER [60] test.

Comparison with other methods. We compare the results
of the proposed method with recent state-of-the-art methods
such as SSH [32], Face-MagNet [44], S3FD [65], HR [17],
CMS-RCNN [69], MT-CNN [64], LDCF [33], Faceness
[59] and Multiscale Cascaded CNN [60]. For the validation

set, the results of the proposed method are obtained using
single-scale inference as well as image-pyramid based ref-
erence (as shown in Table 4). It can be observed that DAFE-
FD using single-scale inference achieves superior results
as compared to HR that is based on image pyramid. Fur-
thermore, DAFE-FD (single-scale) achieves better results
as compared to SSH-single-scale (recent best method) in all
the subsets of WIDER dataset. Specifically, an improve-
ment of 1.8% in case of “hard” set is obtained. Further
improvements are attained by using pyramid-based infer-
ence and the proposed method is able to outperform SSH-
pyramid and achieve comparable results with respect to
S3FD. It is important to note that S3FD is based on single-
shot detection approach and it involves extra detectors and
feature maps from conv6 and conv7 layers in addition to the
use of data augmentation based on multi-scale cropping and
photometric distortion [16]. In spite of these additional fac-
tors in case of S3FD, DAFE-FD achieves comparable per-
formance with respect to S3FD on the validation set, while
obtaining better results on the test set as described below.

The average precision scores of the proposed method on
the test set of WIDER dataset are shown in Table 4 and
the corresponding precision-recall curves are shown in Fig.
5. It can be clearly observed that DAFE-FD outperforms
existing state-of-the-art methods on the “hard” subset while
achieving comparable or better performance on the other
subsets. Detection results are shown in Fig. 6. More results
are provided in the supplementary material.



(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7. Comparison of results on different datasets (a) FDDB discrete score [20] (b) FDDB continuous score [20](c) Pascal faces Pascal-
faces [57]. Note that HR/HR-ER [17] uses FDDB for training and evaluate using 10-fold cross-validation. S3FD [65] and Conv3D [25]
generate ellipses to reduce localization error. Moreover, in case of S3FD, the authors manually annotate many unlabelled faces in FDDB
dataset that results in improved performance. In contrast to these methods, we use FDDB and Pascal faces for testing only and employ
rectangular bounding box to evaluate the results.

4.2. FDDB

This dataset consists of 2,845 images with a total of
5,171 annotated faces. Fig. 7 (a) and (b) shows comparison
of ROC curves for different methods ( S3FD[65], HR/HR-
ER [17], Faster RCNN, UnitBox [62], MT-CNN [64],
D2MFD [37], Conv3D [25], Hyperface [38] and Head-
hunter [30]) with the proposed method in discrete and con-
tinuous mode respectively. We use rectangular bounding
boxes for evaluation as opposed to HR, S3FD and Conv3D
that use elliptical regression to reduce localization error.
Also, in contrast to HR that is trained on FDDB, we do
not use images in FDDB for training purpose. In spite of
lacking these additional features, DAFE-FD achieves con-
sistently better performance in case of discrete scores and is
comparable to other methods in case of continuous scores.
Although S3FD obtains slightly better performance, it is
important to consider that the authors manually annotated
several unlabelled faces in the FDDB dataset which results
in increased performance.

4.3. Pascal Faces

This dataset [57] consists of 851 images with a total of
1,355 labelled faces and it is a subset of the PASCAL per-
son layout dataset [9]. Fig. 7(c) shows the comparison of
precision-recall curves on this dataset for different meth-
ods with the proposed method. The proposed DAFE-FD
method outperforms existing methods such as S3FD [65],
Faceness [59], DPM [70], Headhunter [30] and many oth-
ers.

4.4. Computational Time

Since the proposed method is a single stage detector,
it performs nearly as fast as recent state-of-the-art detec-
tors. The inference speed is measured using Titan X (Pas-
cal) with cuDNN. In case of FDDB/PASCAL dataset, the
average computational time required by DAFE-FD is 50

msec/image for a resolution of 400×800, thus achieving a
real time processing frame rate. In case of WIDER dataset,
the inference time is 190 msec/image and is measured for
single-scale with a resolution of 1200×1600. In order to
understand the computational overhead introduced by the
density estimator module, we measured the inference speed
of DAFE-FD without DEM (Baseline (ii) in Section 4.1 ) to
be 178 msec/image. Thus, it can be noted that the use of
density estimator modules results in minimal computational
overhead while achieving increased performance.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a feature enrichment technique to improve
the performance of small face detection. In contrast to exist-
ing methods that employ new strategies to improve anchor
design, we instead focus on enriching the feature maps di-
rectly which is inspired by crowd counting/density estima-
tion techniques that estimate the per pixel density of peo-
ple/faces present in an image. Experiments conducted on
different datasets, such as WIDER, Pascal-faces and FDDB,
demonstrate considerable gains in performance due to the
use of proposed density enrichment module. Additionally,
the proposed method is complementary to recent improve-
ments in anchor designs and hence, it can be used to obtain
further improvements.
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